Ten-year results of a press-fit, porous-coated acetabular component
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We retrospectively reviewed, ten years after surgery, 100 consecutive total hip replacements in which the Duraloc 300 cup had been used. Post-operative radiographs were analysed for placement of the cup and interface gaps and follow-up radiographs for lucent lines, osteolysis, wear and migration.

All the components were found to be stable with no evidence of loosening. The mean rate of wear was 0.12 mm/year. Three hips developed acetabular osteolysis at the level of the apex hole. Two have successfully undergone bone grafting without removal of the implants and one patient is awaiting surgery. The Duraloc 300 cup has a survival of 100% at ten years with no aseptic loosening and a low incidence of pelvic osteolysis.

First-generation cementless prostheses had a number of design flaws which have now been addressed. These included thin polyethylene, a poor locking mechanism and sharp edges to the screw holes. These features resulted in the generation of polyethylene debris from both the bearing surface and from so-called backside wear.1-3 The Duraloc 300 (DePuy, Warsaw, Indiana) is a three-pegged, less than hemispherical, porous-coated, titanium acetabular component (Fig. 1). A ring-locking mechanism secures the polyethylene liner. The geometry of the shell and dome of the liner is precisely spherical and ensures efficient load transfer and low contact stresses. The component’s Porocoat surface (DePuy) has a mean pore size of 250 µm,4 and three stabilising pegs offer additional rotational security. We used a polyethylene liner with a lip of 10°. The polyethylene was sterilised by gamma irradiation in air.

Our results at five years had been promising, with no case of aseptic loosening. We have now evaluated our results at ten years in order to establish whether the continued increasing use of this component was justified.

Patients and Methods

Between August 1991 and July 1993, we performed 100 consecutive total hip replacements (THRs) in 93 patients (48 men and 45 women). Two men and five women underwent a bilateral procedure. Their mean age at operation was 54 years (24 to 71). The diagnosis was osteoarthritis in 60 hips, avascular necrosis in ten, rheumatoid arthritis in ten, dysplasia in nine, post-traumatic arthritis in three, Gaucher’s disease in one, arthrodesis in one, and other diagnoses in six. Two experienced hip surgeons performed 93 operations and seven were undertaken by registrars under supervision.

An anterior, partial trochanteric osteotomy approach was used with the patient in a lateral decubitus position.5 The anterior capsule was excised and osteophytes resected. The acetabulum was under-reamed by the thickness of the Porocoat and the cup impacted at an abduction angle of 45°5, with anteversion corresponding to that of the patient’s acetabulum.

The Duraloc system has a range of acetabular implants, including a shell which can be augmented by screws if a firm press-fit is not achieved. These were not required in our patients. The eliminator screw was not available in this series. The polyethylene liner was inserted with its long 10° lip in the best position after a trial reduction. A stainless-steel head was used for all hips.

Of the 93 patients, 22 (23 hips) died at a mean of six years after surgery. None had undergone revision and all had a satisfactory fixation of the implant as seen on radiographs taken at a mean of 1.3 years before death. Four patients (four hips) could not be traced, leaving 67 patients (73 hips) available for analysis. All had been followed for more than ten years.

Radiological examination was made on anteroposterior radiographs of the pelvis taken soon after surgery, at five years and final fol-
Migration, lucent lines, the abduction angle, osteolysis and wear of polyethylene were assessed. All measurements were made by a single observer (BJD) who had not participated in the surgery. Radiolucent lines were evaluated in the three zones described by DeLee and Charnley. Osteolysis was defined as a circular or oval area of distinct bone loss. Evidence of migration was measured on the follow-up radiographs. The acetabular component was considered loose if there was ≥ 3 mm of migration from either the inter-tear-drop or vertical lines, or a change of ≥ 4° in the abduction angle. Linear polyethylene wear was measured using a digital hip analysis suite. Five measurements were taken for each patient and a mean value was calculated. The analysis was performed on digitised radiographs. The underlying approach of the computer-assisted vector analysis of wear was to find the circles which best fitted the prosthetic femoral head and the acetabular component. The magnitude and direction of the displacement of the femoral head vector from the acetabular centre were calculated on follow-up radiographs at ten years. If the polyethylene liner required exchange, measurements were made on the radiograph taken immediately before this revision.

Fig. 1
Photograph of the Duraloc 300 implant showing its three-pegged titanium shell and Porocoat surface. We did not use the eliminator screw in this series.

Fig. 2
Radiograph of a well-fixed Duraloc cup at ten years.

Fig. 3a
Radiographs taken a) immediately after operation showing a lucency in zone 2 where the prosthesis was not perfectly seated and b) at ten years showing a stable prosthesis and new bone formation at the interface.
Results

Radiological analysis. At ten years, 64 hips showed a well-fixed acetabular component with no radioluencies (Fig. 2). Twenty-seven had a lucency around the component on the initial post-operative radiograph. Of these, 12 had a lucency in two zones, one a lucency in three and 14 a lucency in one. Only nine hips still had a lucency around the component on the radiographs taken at five years. At ten years after surgery, none of the lucencies seen at five years had progressed and no new luencies had appeared (Fig. 3). No lucency seen at ten years was more than 1 mm wide and no acetabular component showed evidence of migration. The mean rate of linear wear was 0.12 mm/year (Fig. 4). In the three patients who developed granulomata, the wear was 0.17, 0.20 and 0.43 mm/year, respectively. The mean angle of abduction was 43˚ (30 to 60). There was

Radiographs showing a) a large periacetabular granuloma with polyethylene wear at six years, b) bone graft inserted through the central hole and c) regeneration of bone and remodelling five years after revision.
no correlation between wear and abduction, thickness of the polyethylene, the age of the patient or pre-operative diagnosis.

**Survival of the component.** No acetabular component was revised for aseptic loosening. One patient had a dislocation two months after surgery; the liner was revised with adjustment of its long wall and the patient had a successful outcome. Three patients developed peri-acetabular osteolysis. In two, bone grafts were inserted through the central hole in the cup and the liners were renewed at the same time. In both patients the bone graft incorporated and no further lysis was seen (Fig. 5). One patient is awaiting a similar bone-grafting procedure; one patient underwent routine revision of the liner at the time of revision of the stem and two had revision of a well-fixed acetabular component at the time of their femoral revision. These three procedures were performed at another institution.

**Statistical analysis.** Kaplan-Meier survivorship analysis was performed, taking loosening and revision of the liner as an end-point. The rate of survival at ten years for loosening was 100% and for revision of the liner 95.39% (95% confidence interval 94.86 to 95.92).

**Discussion**

Our study has shown that a porous, cementless, three-peged cup (Duraloc 300 series) inserted with a press-fit technique, provides satisfactory results. No cups were revised for loosening and none showed radiological signs of loosening. 

Stockl et al. used the Ein Bild Röentgen Analysis (EBRA) method to measure the migration of 71 primary THRs using the Duraloc 100 series which has no pegs but achieves press-fit fixation. They noted that EBRA had an accuracy of 1 mm but paradoxically defined loosening as a total migration of 1 mm. By their definition 48% of their cups were loose at 24 months. Their predictions were not supported by the findings of either Kim, Oh and Kim or Young et al. who together reviewed 100 THRs using a Duraloc 100 cup. The mean follow-up was 6.3 years and 5.5 years, respectively. There was no loosening of the cup. Many would suggest that migration of 2 mm or more is discernible on standard radiographs. However, because of the lack of standardisation of our radiographs, we have used a minimum of 3 mm to define migration. Although our results are encouraging, only further follow-up will determine whether durable long-term fixation can be achieved.

A rate of 0.12 mm/year is similar to that seen in other studies. There was no correlation between abduction, age, thickness of the polyethylene, diagnosis and wear. We suspect that other factors, such as the quality, manufacturing and shelf life of the polyethylene may be implicated in those cases showing excessive polyethylene wear. We assume that the bearing surface can easily be changed to any combination of materials with better wear properties and without altering the results of fixation of the cup. Although we still use liners with lips when required in order to achieve stability, we do not recommend the use of skirted metal heads, which can cause impingement. Cementless fixation provides dynamic, biological security, which is continuously renewed over time. It may be expected that the durability of fixation will extend well beyond ten years, although rates of wear will need careful monitoring. The major challenge facing today’s arthroplasty surgeons remains wear at the bearing surface.
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